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Welcome to the Emergency Department! Thank you for joining us at the frontlines during this
challenging time. The following guidelines are designed to help make your experience with us
productive. Once you’ve read this document, please feel free to approach us with any questions or
concerns you may have (chief account: nypemchiefs@gmail.com or, more urgently, call ). Our
website is nypem.net, which is where you can find additional resources and most updated hospital
guidelines related to operations and management.

LOCATION:

The Emergency Department is located on the first floor (ground level) of the Vanderbilt Clinic
(VC) Building, on the corner of 168th and Broadway. You can access it via the Main Emergency
Department Entrance on Broadway or from the P&S or PH buildings coming from Milstein. You
will be assigned to the Blue Team (shown as area B on the schedule),    the Green Team (shown as
Area C on the schedule), or Orange Team (shown as area D on the schedule) for any given day.

The Staff Break Room is located in Area D. You may store your personal belongings in this room
during your shift. This room requires card access and any ED staff can help you with that.

IMPORTANT NUMBERS:
Columbia ED: 212-305-6204
EM Chief Resident on call: 917-410-1056
EM Chief Email: nypemchiefs@gmail.com

SCHEDULE:
nypem.net

THE SCHEDULE IS UPDATED ON THE WEBSITE REGULARLY. DO NOT DOWNLOAD THE
SCHEDULE RIGHT AWAY - THERE MAY BE CHANGES, SO PLEASE CHECK IT REGULARLY.
Specific instructions for how to read the schedule are listed on the top of the published
schedule each month.

There are three clinical shift schedules in the Emergency Department
(ED):

Daytime (D)      8am - 8pm
Midday  (M)      12pm - 12am
Night      (N)       8pm - 8am

There are also three clinical teams to which you could be assigned (Blue  Team which is in Area B,
Green Team which is in Area C).  Your team assignment will be designated as a subscript to the
shift type on the clinical schedule.
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Example:
Db = 8am-8pm shift in Area B (Blue Team)
Mc = 12pm-12am shift in area C (Green Team)
Nd = 8pm-8am shift in area C (Green Team)

Day Shift (D): 8am - 8pm (out of the ED by
8pm), Noon-to-Midnight Shift (M) 12pm – 12am (out of the ED before midnight), and Night Shift

(N) 8pm – 8am (out of the ED by 8am). Your ED schedule will consist of a combination of these
clinical shifts.

Schedule switches/changes after the release of the official block schedule must be approved by the
chief residents, at nypemchiefs@gmail.com.  This is to ensure compliance with duty hours rules by
all individuals involved in the schedule change. Once we make a change to the schedule, both
residents involved in the switch will be responsible for any issues that arise from the change. The
resident coordinating the switch is also responsible for letting his/her home department chief
know as well.

Punctuality: Timely arrival is strictly enforced for all shifts. Please be a few minutes early to your
shifts to prepare for signout, and help your colleagues get home in a timely manner. This is vital in
the ED where patient care must be directly transferred from one physician to the next in an
efficient and accurate fashion. In the event that you will be late, you must call the ED (212 305-

6204) and ask to speak to the attending for the area in which you are scheduled to work to inform
them that you will be late.  You must also notify the chief resident on call (917-410-1056) to make
them aware.

SICK CALL POLICY:

In the event of illness that precludes work, alert us as early as possible to allow sufficient time to
arrange coverage for your shift. You are required to notify three people:

1)   Emergency Medicine Chief Resident on call (917-410-1056)
2)   ED attending on duty (212-305-6204)
3)   Your departmental Chief Resident
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If you will be off duty for illness for more than one day, we require a note from your personal
physician or occupational health (Workforce Health and Safety Office). Sick call from IM rotators
will be covered by the IM department. As a part of our administrative protocol, all sick calls will be
reported to your chief resident and program director.

PATIENT CARE RESPONSIBILITIES:

NOTIFY THE ATTENDING or SENIOR EM RESIDENT IMMEDIATELY IF:
● the patient is unstable or unresponsive
● you receive a call from the lab about a “critical lab value”
● you are notified by nursing staff about a “critical lab value”
● you are worried or unsure about a patient
● you are planning on performing a procedure on a patient
● a patient is upset with their care  or wants to leave AMA

**ED Attendings are physically present and available 24/7, and are there to guide
management in real time.  It is never a sign of weakness, and is expected that you update
them routinely and ask for help when you are unsure of what to do next.

Sign Out: eD-PASS

The eD-PASS signout format is used to improve transitions in care.  The components of the eD-PASS
format: emergency Disposition, Patient Summary, Action List, Situational Awareness, Synthesis.

● Disposition
o Is the pt an ED patient under evaluation, bed requested, MICU/ICU consult pending, admit
aware or to be seen?
o What is the final disposition plan (home, admit, ICU, etc.)?
● Patient summary
o A brief PMH and history
o Reason in the ED
o Care thus far
● Action list
o What needs to be followed up? Labs, radiology readings, repeat labs to be done, repeat EKG,
consults, etc.
● Situational awareness/contingency plan
o What will screw up your plan
 If X happens, then Y should be done? Social issues?
 What will keep the pt from meeting planned disposition



● Synthesis by receiver
o Oncoming resident, attending, PA/NP repeats back a short synthesis of the above to person
(allows for a closed loop communication to occur so that less chance of missing info).

Here is an example:

(D) Mr. Patient in B2 is a 42yo man still under evaluation with plans for admission.
(P) He has HTN, HL, DM and came in with 30 minutes of mid-sternal chest pressure associated with

radiation to L arm and shortness of breath, resolved with nitroglycerin. First ECG is non-ischemic,
unchanged from previous. Labs including troponin and chest X-ray are pending. Aspirin 325mg was
given.

(A) Once labs are back, he should be bed requested for provocative testing. Please contact his PMD
to inform him/her of the plan.

(S) If his troponin is elevated or ECG concerning for NSTEMI, or patient is scheduled for a Cardiac
Catheterization, please consult the CardsNP or CVIT team.
(S) Mr. Patient presented to the ED with HTN, HL, DM, presented with chest pain concerning for

cardiac origin. Labs and repeat ECG needs to be followed up and pt needs admission for
provocative testing.

CLINICAL RESPONSIBILITIES:

Patient care rounds

Rounds will occur when there is resident and/or faculty turnover. Rounding times are dependent
upon day of the week and attending/resident schedules. Team rounds consist of very brief
presentations of the patients following eD-PASS format (see above).  Following Team rounds, the
outgoing and incoming residents should perform more detailed sign-out rounds.  In general, the
rounding/sign-out process should take less than 30 minutes.  After a patient has been signed out to
you, put your name next to your new patient in Epic (in the resident column) so the team (nurses,
clerks, consults, admitting physicians) know who to contact. For the sickest patients,

please reassess the patients at the bedside, and complete an ED Re-Evaluation Note.

Clinical Functioning

The Emergency Department is divided into patient care teams geographically by area consisting of
a supervising attending, nurses and one to four residents. All rotating residents, EM-PGY-1 and EM-

PGY-2 residents are primarily responsible for the “front lines” of patient care.

EM-PGY-3 residents run resuscitations, see patients primarily and are always available for any help
you may need. EM-PGY-3 residents will help precept / supervise some of your clinical cases and
procedures.

EM-PGY-4 residents act as “pre-attendings.” They are responsible for running their ED bay.  When
working with an EM-PGY-4 resident, you will present all of your cases to them.   They will direct
management of all of your patients and they will discuss your patients with the attending.  If there
is no EM-PGY-4, you will present cases and work directly with the attending in your area.



Attendings should be involved in cases early. Attendings must write a note on every patient
before they leave the department either for discharge home or to the inpatient floor.  Do not
discharge any patient without first telling your supervising attending.

Group huddles/Interdisciplinary rounds typically occur after morning report and are led by the
administrative staff on duty in order to introduce the team members to one another.  You should be
present to introduce yourself and make the nurses and support staff aware that you are rotating in
that area that day.

During your time in the ED, you are likely to see more undifferentiated patients in a single time
period than at any other time of your residency. Here are some general guidelines that will help.

When patients arrive in the area of the ED you are working, their names will appear on your
screen status board with a status “To Be Seen” highlighted.

Pick up a patient by putting your name on the ED status board before you go see the patient.  The
status will automatically turn to “Evaluation.” This will avoid confusion as to who is caring for the
patient. Every patient should have triage vital signs and a triage nursing note already in the chart.
Quickly read that note and assess the vital signs. If the vital signs are unstable, please tell the senior
EM resident or attending.

Examine your patients early. During the ED’s busy hours, you may get as many as 3-4 new patients
per hour. With each new patient, you should get a brief history, check the vital signs and do a brief
focused exam. If the patient is unstable, the attending or senior EM resident should be informed
immediately. Never ignore the incapacitated, agitated or “intoxicated” patient as these may be
manifestations of critical illness. If you are unsure, ask the attending or a senior EM

resident. Never be afraid to ask for help.

Order your tests early. As soon as you realize that labs or other studies may be needed, order them.
Expeditious ordering allows for timely disposition decisions. New York State Law has made it a
requirement that we offer HIV testing to ALL of our ED patients from 15 y/o to 75y/o.  You will be
required to order the “HIV testing order set” and document that you offered HIV to the patient prior
to discharge.  This is a hard stop and you can not discharge your patients until you have had this
discussion.

Following up on studies ordered is one of the hallmarks to patient care in the emergency
department. Sometimes making sure the studies get done is just as imperative as the results.  If you
order something, you must see the result through.

Specialty Consultations are an important part of Emergency Medicine. In order to maximize
efficiency, never call a consultant without first speaking to your attending. In addition, always page
the consult via an Epic order to document the time of the initial call.



Calling Consults
It is important to be able to convey your concerns and why you need the consultation. Here is a

framework for requesting a consultation:

Multi-tasking is a critical skill to the work of the emergency physician.  It is only with teamwork and
communication that one can become proficient at caring for multiple patients with different disease
processes in an efficient and effective manner. We hope that over the course of this rotation that you
will become more comfortable with the evaluation and management of multiple acute patients
simultaneously. Here are some general guidelines that will help

Teamwork is a key concept in Emergency Medicine. During notifications (when EMS calls ahead
of an ambulance’s arrival) or during resuscitations you should participate and be part of the team if

they are in your Area.  You will receive a “NOTIFICATION” on your phone or from nursing staff. You
should at that time make yourself available to the team in order to help with the possible
incoming critically ill patient. This is one of the most unique experiences you will have in the
Emergency Department so you should participate in as many as you can.  EM-PGY-3 or EM-PGY-4
(or if there is no senior EM resident, the Attending) will run the resuscitation or notification.

Work with your team: At the beginning of your shift during the huddle you will be able to introduce
yourself to the nurse, ED technicians and clerks assigned to your area. They are your teammates.
Keep the nurses apprised of your thought process, progress and decisions. Feel free to ask for their
input as we are fortunate to have many veteran nurses amongst our staff. The ED does not work
like the floor – simply writing an order in the computer is not enough. The nurse needs to also be
verbally made aware of the order, especially for STAT orders.  Make sure you value their input and
guidance, and thank them for the work they do for the patients.

Documentation on all patients must have an ED Resident/Attending Note (the primary evaluation)
and an ED Disposition information filled out. Make every attempt to write your notes in a timely
fashion. Your recall will be better and will allow your chart to reflect the patient’s progress through
their workup. ED charting is different from the more involved inpatient notes that many of you are
accustomed to writing. Notes must be focused and relevant to the problem at hand.  Any acute
change in a patient’s condition requires an interim/event note (can be within the disposition note
and documented with a time of the event). Progress notes are required for patients in the ED for
more than a few hours. This is very important for admitting teams.  Ask the senior residents and
attendings you work with, how to navigate the different ED notes.



ED Resident Epic Charting  and ED Disposition:
Please visit https://nypem.net/epic-homepage/# and select the Notes and Disposition tab for details on
how to appropriately document and complete disposition/discharge charting. Feel free to use the rest of
the tabs for job guides on other tasks like signing into teams, ordering tests/meds etc. Please feel free to
ask the on shift staff for help if you need.

Attendings and PGY4s should be involved in cases early. This can’t be emphasized enough. All
patients must be presented to the 4th year EM resident in your Area. If there is no 4th year working
in your area, the attending will hear all presentations primarily. Attendings must write a note on
every patient before they leave the department either for discharge home or to the inpatient floor.
Do not discharge any patient without first telling your supervising attending.

Procedures always require pre-approval from the ED attending, except for the more basic of
procedures, e.g. blood drawing. If you are not yet certified in a procedure, you must inform the ED
attending or third/fourth year EM resident. They must be directly present for your performance of the
procedure. If you are certified, then the ED attending must be available in the ED to assist you as
needed. We require that you notify an attending if you are having trouble performing a procedure
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or have two failed attempts. Informed consent must be obtained and consent forms must be signed in
the computer (“ED Consent for Procedures” note) and charted prior to the performing of an invasive
procedure in accordance with NYPH hospital policy. Time-outs are required for all invasive
procedures. All consents and time-outs are done electronically. It is at the discretion of the ED
attending as to which procedures are deemed appropriate for a resident to perform. Consideration
will include the scope of practice of the service to which the resident belongs, the level of training of
the resident and the condition of the patient.

Never guess: If you have any questions, please feel free to ask any member of the staff. ED
attendings are happy to answer your questions and should always be involved if you are unsure.
Most importantly, “primum non nocere:” DO NO HARM.

Personal well-being: ED shifts can be extremely draining. You should take a 20-30 minute break for
rest and food, and appropriate restroom breaks, when your shift does not include conference.
Please discuss the timing of these breaks with your attending on shift. If you leave the ED for any
reason or will be unavailable for any time (aka bathroom break, personal phone call), make sure to
tell the senior resident or the attending so they know to cover for you.

Formal feedback is provided via MedHub. However, since you will be working very closely each
shift with a different attending, please solicit the individual feedback from the attendings you work
at the end of your shifts. The attending physicians are very approachable and more than willing to
provide you with constructive feedback on a daily basis when asked.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES TO LIVE BY:

Patient respect: Patients and their well-being are the primary focus of our work. The vast majority
are polite and appreciative of our efforts. Some may be unpleasant, frustrating and difficult.
Regardless of their demeanor, we are charged with caring for them and should treat them in a
professional, compassionate and polite manner at all times. If you are moving to an uncomfortable
interaction with a patient or family member, it is always advisable to get your ED attending involved.
Sometimes just stepping away for a moment or involving another person in the discussion is
enough to avoid a bad interaction.

Dress Code: Residents must follow hospital dress code, which includes keeping your hospital-
issued ID visible above the waist at all times. Hospital issued scrubs, scrub-tops, dress shirts and
pants or scrubs with a white coat are acceptable. Wearing a plain t-shirt or sweatshirt/hoodie,

jeans or leggings alone or under a white coat are unacceptable.  Clothes should be clean and
presentable.  This is especially important for white coats. Wearing a white coat with soiled sleeves
or clearly visible stains is unacceptable.  Wearing either large amounts or particularly ornate
jewelry is discouraged. The wearing of any garments or buttons that are of a political nature or
provide advertising or advocate certain lifestyles, etc., and that are visible to other staff members
and/or patients is prohibited.

Safety: It is critical that you function safely within the ED.  Be extremely careful with needles and
sharps, especially during notifications / resuscitations when working closely with other staff.  Make
sure you use standard precautions and appropriate barriers, prior to handling any patient.



If you get injured or have a needle stick during a shift you must notify the attending immediately.
You should by no means feel embarrassed or guilty, the EM senior resident and attending are
present to help you.  From our perspective, the team’s safety is of utmost priority.  If you need any
additional help in these situations, please notify the EM Chief Residents.  We will assist you in the
matter, as we feel it is VERY IMPORTANT that any safety issues are handled professionally, and that
residents feel safe reporting such situations so they can be appropriately cared for.

Hand Hygiene: All residents are expected to use standard precautions and perform appropriate
hand hygiene when caring for patients. Alcohol-based gel dispensers are available in all patient care
areas including patient rooms, curtained areas, and on the walls outside of rooms. After seeing
patients with suspected Clostridium difficile, hand hygiene should be performed using soap
(chlorhexidine-based) and water as the alcohol-based hand gels do not appropriately clean
hands/destroy pores of the bacteria.  We encourage the overzealous washing of hands, as our
environment can often be challenging, with so many acute situations and patients around the
department.

Violence: If you are involved in or witness a situation which involves a patient, guest, or staff
member where violence is being threatened/used or a person’s safety is being compromised,
attempt to de-escalate the situation, but call for security IMMEDIATELY.  Security will come running
to your assistance.  If a weapon is involved, remove people from the vicinity, take cover and make
sure security is called via the phone, and that the police 9-911 is called. Do not leave a provider
alone in a threatening situation. There is safety in numbers.

COVID UPDATE

Please go to https://nypem.net/covid19-off-service-rotators/ for the most recent COVID related
guidelines.
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